Abstract. We derive sharp bounds for the accuracy of approximate eigenvectors (Ritz vectors) obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz process for symmetric eigenvalue problems. Using information that is available or easy to estimate, our bounds improve the classical Davis-Kahan sin θ theorem by a factor that can be arbitrarily large, and can give nontrivial information even when the sin θ theorem suggests that a Ritz vector might have no accuracy at all. We also present extensions in three directions, deriving error bounds for invariant subspaces, singular vectors and subspaces computed by a (Petrov-Galerkin) projection SVD method, and eigenvectors of self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space.
Introduction
It is well known that the eigenvector corresponding to a near-multiple eigenvalue is ill-conditioned. Specifically, the classical Davis-Kahan theory [2] implies that the condition number of eigenvectors of symmetric or Hermitian matrices is 1/gap, where gap is the smallest distance between the particular eigenvalue and the other eigenvalues. For example, if ( λ, x) with x = 1 is an approximation to an exact eigenpair (λ, x) of a symmetric matrix A with residual r = A x − λ x , then the Davis-Kahan sin θ theorem gives the error bound for x [2] , [17, Ch. 11] :
where ∠(x, x) = acos
and gap is the distance between λ and the eigenvalues of A other than λ. Here and throughout, · for vectors denotes the standard Eudlidean norm. In view of the bound (1.1), it is commonly believed that if gap is smaller than the residual r , then we cannot guarantee any accuracy in the computed eigenvector x. In this work, we partly challenge this belief. Namely, we examine the accuracy of eigenvectors obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz process (R-R), the most widely-used process for computing partial (usually extremal) eigenpairs of large-scale symmetric/Hermitian matrices, and show that (1.1) can be improved-often significantly, and by a factor that can be arbitrarily large-using quantities that are readily available (or can be estimated cheaply) after the computation.
Of course, the classical Davis-Kahan bound is tight in general: In the absence of additional information other than r and gap, we cannot improve (1.1), in that there exist examples for which the bound (1.1) is essentially tight. However, when ( λ, x) is a computed approximate eigenpair (Ritz pair) obtained by R-R, there is usually abundant additional information available that (1.1) does not use: most importantly, the residual r is orthogonal to the trial subspace, which is rich in the eigenspace corresponding to not only λ but also eigenvalues close to λ. Moreover, since the trial subspace in R-R usually contains approximation to nearby eigenpairs (e.g. when looking for the smallest eigenvalues), a bound can be computed for Gap (which we call the "big Gap"), which is roughly the distance between the Ritz value λ and eigenvalues not approximated by the Ritz values; see (2. 3) for the precise definition. These are the crucial properties that allow us to improve the DavisKahan bound (1.1)-in other words, we take into account the matrix structure generated automatically by R-R to derive sharp bounds for the Ritz vector error.
Our results essentially show that up to a modest constant, the gap in (1.1) can be replaced by Gap, which is usually much wider, thus improving classical results. Another way to understand our results is via (structured) perturbation theory: while an eigenvector has condition number 1/gap if a general perturbation is allowed, R-R imposes a structure in the perturbation that reduces the structured condition number to 1/Gap.
Qualitatively speaking, the fact that the accuracy of Ritz vectors depends on Gap rather than gap was pointed out by Ovtchinnikov [16, Thm. 4] . However, the bounds there involve quantities that are unavailable and diffucult to estimate, such as the projector onto an exact eigenspace. Our bounds are easy to compute or estimate, using information that is available after a typical computation of an approximate eigenpairs via the R-R process. Our bounds are also tight, in that they cannot be improved without additional information.
In addition, we extend the results in three ways. First, we obtain error bounds for invariant subspaces (spanned by more than one eigenvector) computed by R-R. This gives an answer to one of the open problems suggested in Davis-Kahan's classical paper. Second, we derive their SVD variants, establishing tight bounds for the quality of approximate singular vectors and singular subspaces associated with the largest singular values, obtained by a (Petrov-Galerkin) projection method. Finally, we generalize the error bounds to eigenvectors of self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space.
Notation. λ(A) denotes the spectrum (set of eigenvalues) of a symmetric matrix
is the set of singular values of A ∈ C m×n , where σ 1 (A) ≥ σ 2 (A) ≥ · · · ≥ σ min (A) = σ min(m,n) (A) ≥ 0. I n denotes the n × n identity matrix. Q ⊥ ∈ C n×(n−k) is the orthogonal complement of Q ∈ C n×k . Quantities involved in the R-R process wear a hat (e.g. λ, x, X), and those with tildes are auxiliary objects for the analysis. Norms · for vectors (lower-case letters) always denote the Euclidean norm. · 2 for matrices (upper case) represent the spectral norm. We use · to refer to a general matrix norm, and |||·||| for inequalities that hold for any fixed unitarily invariant norm. Inequalities involving · 2,F hold for the spectral and Frobenius norms, but not necessarily for any unitarily invariant norm. We denote by A a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space, λ(A) its spectrum, and A its spectral (operator) norm. We drop the subscript i in λ i , λ i when this can be done without causing confusion. We always normalize eigenvectors and Ritz vectors to have unit norm x = x = 1.
Unless otherwise stated, for definiteness we assume that the Ritz values λ 1 , . . . λ k approximate the smallest eigenvalues of A (and accordingly the Ritz values are arranged in increasing order λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ λ k ). This is a typical situation in applications, and clearly the discussion covers the case where the largest eigenvalues are sought (if necessary by working with −A). A less common but still important case is when interior eigenvalues are desired, for example those lying in an interval (e.g. [13] ). Our results are applicable to this case also; one subtlety here is that some care is needed in estimating Gap i , since the Ritz values tend to contain outliers in this case.
2. Setup 2.1. Big (good) Gap, small (bad) gap. Let A ∈ C n×n be the (large) Hermitian matrix whose partial eigenvalues are sought, and let Q ∈ C n×k (n ≥ k, usually n k) be a trial subspace with orthonormal columns Q * Q = I k (obtained e.g. via Lanczos, LOBPCG, Jacobi-Davidson or the generalized Davidson method [1] ). Following standard practice, for a matrix with orthonormal columns Q, we identify the matrix Q with its column space Span(Q). R-R obtains approximate eigenvalues (Ritz values) and eigenvectors (Ritz vectors) as follows.
(1) Compute the k × k matrix Q * AQ. The Ritz pairs ( λ i , x i ) thus obtained satisfy x i ∈ span(Q) for all i, and since Q * (AQΩ − QΩ Λ) = Q * AQΩ − Ω Λ = Ω ΛΩ * Ω − Ω Λ = 0 by construction, we havecrucially for this work-the orthogonality between Q and the residuals A x i − λ i x i ⊥ Q, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Throughout we assume k ≥ 2; indeed when k = 1 there is no room for improvement upon Davis-Kahan.
Underlying R-R is a matrix of particular structure: Let Q ⊥ be the orthogonal complement of Q, such that [Q Q ⊥ ] is a square unitary matrix (and hence so is [QΩ, Q ⊥ ]), and consider the unitary transformation applied to A (2.1)
we use the subscript 3 in A 3 because later we partition the (1, 1) block further into two pieces.
Suppose (λ i , x i ) is an exact eigenpair of A such that A x i = λ i x i , and partition 
This is a key fact in the forthcoming analysis. Fundamental in this work is the distinction between the "big gap" Gap i and the "small gap", defined by (2.3)
Intuitively, Gap i measures the distance between the target λ i and the undesired eigenvalues, whereas gap i is that between λ i and all the other eigenvalues, including the desired ones (e.g, λ 2 ). For example when R → 0, we have
Observe that Gap i ≥ gap i , and we typically have Gap i gap i . We illustrate this in Figure 2 .1 for i = 1. Throughout the paper, it is helpful to consider the case i = 1, where the target eigenpair is the smallest one.
Illustration of typical situation when the smallest eigenvalues are sought, and R is small enough so that
In addition to gap i and Gap i , some of the bounds we derive involve |λ i − λ j | for a fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , k}\i. These lie between gap i and Gap i .
Recalling (2.1), the information clearly available after R-R are the Ritz pairs ( λ i , x i ) for i = 1, . . . , k and the norms of the individual r i , because they are equal to the residuals r i = A x i − λ i x i . In addition, one can reasonably expect that an estimate (or better yet, a lower bound) is available for Gap i for each i, or at least for small i: when the smallest k eigenpairs are sought, the trial subspace Q-assuming it has been chosen appropriately by the algorithm used-is expected to be rich in the eigenspace corresponding to those eigenvalues. It then follows from standard eigenvalue perturbation theory that A 3 contains only eigenvalues that are roughly at least as large as λ k+1 (A) (up to R , or indeed R 2 gap [12] ). Therefore, although the exact value of λ k+1 (A) is unknown, we can use the knowledge of the Ritz values
we use the latter, approximate lower bound in our experiments. Similarly, one can estimate gap i for example as
In practice, an important feature of the residuals is that they are typically graded: r 1 r 2 · · · r k . This is because the extremal eigenvalues converge much faster than interior ones; a fact deeply connected with polynomial (and rational) approximation theory [20, § 33] . We derive bounds (e.g. Theorem 4.1) that respect this property, and hence give sharp bounds in practical situations.
We note that previous bounds exist that involve the big Gap i rather than gap i ; most notably (aside from Ovtchinnikov's result [16] mentioned in the introduction) Davis-Kahan's generalized sin θ theorem where the angles between subspaces of different dimensions are bounded [2, Thm. 6.1] . In this case, however, (in addition to comparing e.g. a vector and a subspace rather than two vectors) the numerator is replaced by the entire R rather than the ith column r i . The bounds we derive essentially show that, up to a small constant, (i) the small gap i in (1.1) can be replaced by the big Gap i , and (ii) the numerator is the ith column r i . These combined give a massively improved error bound for x i , especially for small values of i. The next section illustrates the first aspect, and the second will be covered in Section 4.
2 × 2 partitioning
We will derive three error bounds for Ritz vectors; the first, obtained in this section, is simple and vividly illustrates the roles of gap and Gap, but not sharp in a practical setting. In Section 4 we derive two more bounds that give better bounds in practice.
Here we consider a simplified 2 × 2 block partitioning of (2.1) where
where Λ 1 = diag( λ 1 , Λ 2 ) ∈ R k×k and R = A X − X Λ 1 are the computed quantities. In other words, we do not distinguish the columns r i of R but treat R as a single residual term.
Below, we derive bounds for sin ∠(x i , x i ) applicable to i = 1, . . . , k. In our analysis, we assume that λ i is the (1, 1) element of A. This simplifies the discussion and loses no generality as we can permute the leading k × k block of A. Moreover, we drop the subscript i in the remainder of this section for simplicity. 
Note that clearly R 2 2 ≤ R 2 , so the result implies sin(x, x) ≤
2), the goal is to bound y and z . The bottom part of A x = λ x gives
from which we obtain
Note that the denominator is Gap, not gap. We also note that the final bound is , which is the generalized tan θ theorem.
From the second block of A x = λ x we have
and since (λI k−1 − Λ 2 )y ≥ gap y , we obtain the important bound
Combining with (3.3) we obtain
Therefore, we conclude that
giving (3.2).
We make several remarks regarding the theorem.
Remark 3.1 (Qualitative behavior of bounds). Theorem 3.1 shows that
gap·Gap . Note how Davis- While we will not repeat them, Remarks 3.2 and 3.3 are relevant throughout the paper.
) with off-diagonal elements that are O(u) instead of 0, due to roundoff errors (assuming for simplicity A = O(1)). It is therefore important to address how they affect the bounds. As mentioned in the introduction, classical perturbation theory shows that these O(u) terms will perturb x by up to O(u/gap). Since the off-diagonal O(u) elements in Λ 1 indeed lie in the directions that perturb the eigenvector the most (we return to this in Section 4.2), to account for roundoff errors we will need to add the term O(u/gap) to the bound (3.2). This remark becomes important especially when R is small, so that O(u/gap) is not negligible relative to
3.1. Experiments. To illustrate Theorem 3.1, we conduct the following experiment; throughout, all experiments were carried out in MATLAB version R2017a using IEEE double precision arithmetic with unit roundoff ≈ 1.1 × 10 −16 . Let
where n = 10 (the precise size of n is insignificant), Λ 1 = − 1+gap 1 and A 3 0, so that Gap ≥ 1. We take R ∈ R k×2 to be randomly generated matrices using MATLAB's randn function, scaled so that R 2 is fixed to a value 10 −i , for i = 0, . . . , 15. For each i, we generate 100 such matrices R, and find the largest value of sin ∠(x, x) from the 100 runs. These are shown as 'observed' in Figure 3 .1, along with (i) the classical bound R 2 /gap, (ii) the new bound (3.2), (iii) the bound u/gap, in view of Remark 3.2.
In view of Remark 3.2, sin ∠(x, x) is bounded by the maximum of (3.2) and (a small multiple of) u/gap. Of course, we always have the trivial bound sin ∠(x, x) ≤ 1, so putting these together, we have the following bound in finite-precision arithmetic:
We observe in Figure 3 .1 that this is indeed the case, and the new bound (3.2) gives remarkably sharp bounds for the observed values of sin ∠(x, x) (when it is not dominated by u/gap, and gives a nontrivial bound ≤ 1). This is despite the fact that we are plotting the looser bound
gap 2 with R 2 in (3.2) replaced by R , as using R 2 makes the bound depend on the particular random instance of R.
As discussed above, the new bound (3.2) has two asymptotic behaviors: ≈ R 2 /Gap when R 2 ≤ gap, and ≈ R 2 2 /(gap · Gap) when R 2 ≥ gap. This can be seen in the plots, as the change of slope in the new bound around R 2 ≈ gap. From the plots with gap = 10 −3 and 10 −5 , we see that this transition also reflects the observed values of sin ∠(x, x) quite accurately. In all cases, the classical Davis-Kahan bound R 2 /gap tends to be severe overestimates (and r 2 /gap as in (1.1) is not much different), and the new bound can provide nontrivial information (bound smaller than 1) even when the Davis-Kahan bound is useless with R 2 /gap > 1, and the difference between Davis-Kahan and the new bound widens when gap is small. 
Improved error bounds for Ritz vectors
The above experiments illustrate the sharpness of the bound (3.2) given the information R = [r 1 , . . . , r k ] and λ i , along with min(eig(A 3 )). When applied in practice, however, we find that the bound (3.2) is usually a severe overestimate, as we illustrate in Section 4.1. The reason is that it does not distinguish r 1 from r k (say), while typically we have r 1 r k , reflecting the difference in speed with which each Ritz pair converges, typically the extremal ones converging first.
As noted in Section 2.1, after R-R one also has information on the individual norms r i = A x i − λ i x i . Here we derive bounds that are essentially sharp using all the information. We shall show that if r i are sufficiently small, then sin ∠(x, x)
. This is usually a massive improvement over (3.2) , and essentially sharp: we cannot improve the bound below 
gap , then
gap 2 .
•
Proof. We first prove (4.1). The main idea is to improve the bound (3.3) on z . As before we have (λI
. We also have
This gives (λI
Using the assumption Gap > R2 2 2 gap and the trivial bound w ≤ 1 we obtain
This together with y ≤
giving (4.1).
The remaining task is to prove (4.2). The idea to improve the bound (3.4) on y , or rather its individual entries, using
We also have
This gives (λI n−k − A 3 )z − R 2 y = r 1 w, and
so using (4.3) we obtain
Again using (λI n−k − A 3 )z ≥ Gap z , we therefore obtain
Hence, using the assumption Gap > 2 . This applies also to the bounds to follow, but for brevity we do not repeat this remark.
We also note that the bounds (4.1) and (4.2) are not comparable. The bound (4.1) involves the small gap, which (4.2) avoids to some extent by using the individual residuals r i ; however, the heavy use of triangular inequalities in the bound (4.4) suggests (4.1) can still be a significant overestimate. The "sharpest" bound one can obtain would be via directly bounding the norm y = (λI k−1 − Λ 2 ) −1 R * 2 z . Nonetheless, experiments suggest (4.2) is often a good bound, as we illustrate now. 4.1. Experiments. We illustrate Theorem 4.1 with experiments more practical than Section 3.1. We let A ∈ R 1000×1000 be the classical tridiagonal matrix with 2 on the diagonal and -1 on the super-and sub-diagonals. This is a 1D Laplacian matrix, obtained by finite difference discretization. We then run the LOBPCG algorithm [11] to compute the smallest eigenpair with a random initial guess, working with a k = 50-dimensional subspace. We make several observations. First, (4.2) gave sharp bounds for sin ∠( x 1 , x 1 ) when applicable. For example after eight LOBPCG iterations, Davis-Kahan's sin θ theorem gives bounds > 1, suggesting x 1 may have no accuracy at all. Nonetheless, (4.2) correctly shows that it has at least accuracy 10 −3 . Second, the bound (3.2) is poor throughout, because it takes the entire residual matrix norm R 2 in the numerator, without respecting the fact that the residuals r i = A x i − λ i x i are typically graded and hence r 1 R 2 , as illustrated in Figure 4 .1 (right). Finally, the asymptotic behavior of the bounds as R → 0 (many LOBPCG steps) are also in stark contrast. This is because up to first order in R , (4.1) and (4.2) are In the opening we mentioned that the condition number of an eigenvector is 1/gap i . That is, there exists a perturbation E such that A 0 + E has an eigenvector e i with (4.5)
∠(e i , e i ) =
Yet, the two bounds in Theorem 4.1 show that writing R := A − A 0 (slightly and harmlessly abusing notation), we have
Note the two changes, both potentially significant: first, gap is replaced by Gap. Second, the norm of the entire perturbation E is replaced by the individual r i , the perturbation only in the ith column of A 0 . An explanation of this effect can be made via structured perturbation analysis. In R-R, the perturbation R in (2.1) is highly structured in two ways: the nonzero pattern, and the grading of r i . For example, the perturbation E that would perturb the eigenvector e 1 the most is the (1, 2) and (2, 1) elements in A 0 , as they connect the eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 , resulting in the (unstructured) condition number 1/|λ 1 −λ 2 | = 1/gap 1 . However, these are forced to be zero by the R-R construction. Within the structured perturbation allowed in R-R, e 1 is perturbed most by the (k + 1, 1) and (1, k + 1) elements, assuming for the moment A 3 is diagonalized. These elements connect the eigenvalues λ 1 and min(λ(A 3 )) ≈ λ k+1 , resulting in the structured condition number 1/Gap 1 . Regarding the grading of r i , the r j (j = i) terms have no effect on e i up to O( r j 2 ), making r i the only term that affects the leading term in (4.6).
Bounds for invariant subspaces
We now turn to bounding errors for invariant subspaces spanned by more than one eigenvector. Besides being the natural object in many applications, it is sometimes necessary to resort to subspaces instead of individual eigenvectors, when multiple or near-multiple eigenvalues are present. For example, if gap = O(u), none of the above bounds would be useful, as the O( u gap ) term in (3.6) due to roundoff errors is always present. Below we derive bounds that give useful information in such cases.
We briefly recall the definition of angles between subspaces. The angles
between two subspaces spanned by X ∈ C n×k1 , Y ∈ C n×k1 with orthonormal columns are defined by θ i = acos(σ i (X * Y )); they are known as the canonical angles or principal angles [5, Thm. 6. , which is what we use below (and used above for k 1 = 1 to obtain (2.2)).
To clarify the situation, rewrite (2.1) as
, and X 3 ∈ C n×(n−k) . Our goal is to bound ||| sin ∠( X 1 , X 1 )||| from above, where X 1 ∈ C n×k1 is a matrix of k 1 exact eigenvectors of A, i.e.,
* X 1 , we have A X 1 = X 1 Λ 1 , so the columns of X 1 are eigenvectors of A. With the partitioning
This extends (2.2), and is a key identity in the forthcoming analysis.
Sometimes we deal with the angles between subspaces of different dimensions, say [ X 1 X 2 ] ∈ C n×k and X 1 ∈ C n×k1 with k 1 ≤ k. In this case the angles are defined via sin
Here is the extension of the previous bounds to invariant subspaces. Note that gap and Gap are redefined; we use the same notation as they reduce to the same values when k 1 = 1.
Proof. The proof mimics that of Theorem 4.1, extending the discussion from vectors to subspaces. Let
Then the bottom part of the equation gives Finally, 
Since |||ZΛ 1 − A 3 Z||| ≥ |||Z|||/Gap as before, this gives
Hence using the assumption Gap > k i=k1+1 ri 2 2 min |λ(Λ1)− λi| and the trivial bound
We use the fact sin ∠(X, X) = Y Z together with (5.14) to complete the proof of (5.5). Again, (5.6) follows immediately from (5.13).
Four remarks are in order. 
are orthogonal), and invoke (5.2) taking X ← X ⊥ , X ← X ⊥ , and Λ 2 empty. Then Gap in (5.2) becomes gap in (1.1), and we precisely recover (1.1). We have deferred this discussion until now because it requires the subspace bound (5.2), and the inconsistency is after all harmless, as just described. 
SVD
We now present an SVD analogue of Theorem 5.1, deriving bounds for the accuracy of singular vectors and singular subspaces obtained by a Petrov-Galerkin projection method. Such methods proceed as follows: project A onto lower-dimensional trial subspaces spanned by U ∈ C m×km , V ∈ C n×kn having orthonormal columns (for how to choose U , V see e.g. [1, 6, 21] ), compute the SVD of the small k m × k n matrix U * A V = U Σ V * and obtain an approximate economical SVD as A ≈ ( U U ) Σ( V V ) * , which is of rank ≤ min(k m , k n ). Some of the columns of U U and V V then approximate the exact left and right singular vectors of A. Our goal is to quantify their accuracy. We focus on the most frequently encountered case where an approximate SVD is sought, that is, the leading singular vectors are being approximated.
Theorem 6.1. Let A ∈ C
m×n with m ≥ n, of the form
are square unitary, and
R1 R2
= R and for brevity define |||Θ||| := max(||| sin ∠(
, we have
, and denote by r 
Though not displayed for brevity, slightly improved bounds for · 2,F analogous to those in Theorem 5.1 are available for each bound above. The derivation is again the same, using the inequality A
Proof. Let Σ 1 , U 1 , V 1 be a set of exact singular triplets ofÃ, i.e.,Ã
As in the previous sections, we have the crucial identities
To prove the theorem we first bound ||| U 21 ||| with respect to ||| U 31 |||, and similarly bound ||| V 21 ||| with respect to ||| V 31 |||.
From the second block of (6.5) we obtain (6.8)
and the second block of (6.6) gives
. Taking norms and using the triangular inequality and the fact σ min (X)|||Y ||| ≤ |||XY ||| ≤ X 2 |||Y ||| (the lower bound holds if X ∈ C m×n , m ≥ n) in (6.8) and (6.9), we obtain
(6.10)
By adding the first inequality times σ min (Σ 1 ) and the second inequality times Σ 2 , we eliminate the ||| V 21 ||| term, and recalling the assumption σ min (Σ 1 ) > Σ 2 2 we obtain
Eliminating ||| U 21 ||| from (6.10) similarly yields
Combining these two inequalities we obtain
Together with (6.7) it follows that
The remaining task is to bound max(||| U 31 |||, ||| V 31 |||). The bottom block of (6.5) gives (6.13)
Hence recalling that [S 1 S 2 ] = S we have (6.14)
Similarly, from the last block of (6.6) (6.15)
We multiply (6.14) by σ min (Σ 1 ) and (6.16) by A 3 2 , and add them to eliminate the ||| V 31 ||| terms, to obtain
Hence by the assumption Gap = σ min (Σ 1 ) − A 3 2 > 0, we have
Eliminating the ||| U 31 ||| terms from (6.14) and (6.16) yields the same bound for ||| V 31 |||, hence
Combine this with (6.11) and (6.7) to obtain (6.2). We next prove (6.3). From (6.13) we also obtain
and from (6.15),
Again eliminate the V 31 terms by multiplying (6.17) by σ min (Σ 1 ) and (6.18) by A 3 2 , and adding them:
Therefore, using (6.11) we obtain
As before, eliminating ||| U 31 ||| from (6.17) and (6.18) yields the same bound for ||| V 31 |||, hence
Therefore using the assumption Gap >
Together with (6.12) we obtain (6.3). The remaining task is to establish (6.4) . For this, we revisit (6.8), (6.9) , and now bound the individual U 21i , the ith row of U 21 . We obtain
and U 21i as before gives
Note that when k m = k n , ( U 21i , r 2i ) or ( V 21i , s 2i ) is empty for large i; by taking σ k1+i = 0 for such i the argument carries over. We therefore have for every i
From (6.13) we also obtain (6.20)
Hence eliminating ||| U 31 ||| and then ||| V 31 |||, and using (6.19) gives
Thus by the assumption Gap
Finally, the bound (6.4) follows from combining this with (6.19) and (6.7).
We note that R or S in the above theorem is allowed to be empty, as in the case where a one-sided projection is employed. This includes the popular randomized SVD algorithm [6] . We make two more remarks. 
Eigenvectors of a self-adjoint operator
So far we have specialized to finite-dimensional matrices as the analysis is elementary and the situation is more transparent. In this final section, as in [10, 16] , we extend the discussion to the infinite-dimensional case, where the matrix is generalized to a self-adjoint operator A : H → H on a Hilbert space H with inner product ·, · . Unlike the previous studies, which assumed the operators are bounded, our discussion allows A to be unbounded, thus is applicable for example to differential operators Au = u ; in this case, we assume that A is densely defined, as is customary. Let Q be a subspace of H, which is of finite dimension k with orthonormal basis q 1 , . . . , q k . In the Rayleigh-Ritz process for A, we compute the k ×k matrix A 1 with (i, j) element q i , Aq j and its eigenvalue decomposition A 1 = Ωdiag( λ 1 , . . . , λ k )Ω * to obtain the Ritz values λ 1 , . . . , λ k and Ritz vectors [q 1 , . . . , q k ]Ω. Denote by Q 1 , Q 2 ∈ H the resulting Ritz subspaces corresponding to disjoint sets of eigenvalues of A 1 (we have Q = Q 1 ⊕ Q 2 ), and let Q 3 be the (infinite-dimensional) orthogonal complement of Q such that H = Q 1 ⊕ Q 2 ⊕ Q 3 is an orthogonal direct sum.
For simplicity, we treat the case where Q 1 is one-dimensional (subspace versions can be obtained, generalizing Section 5). That is, let ( λ, u) be a Ritz pair with u = q 1 , and suppose that Au = λu; note that this is an assumption, as a self-adjoint operator may not have any eigenvalue (e.g. [8, Ch. 9] ), although the spectrum is always nonempty. The goal is to bound sin ∠( u, u).
Denote by P i be the orthogonal projectors onto each subspace Q i . We define A ij := P i AP j . Then the R-R process forces A 12 = 0, A 21 = 0. Note that A * 13 = A 31 , A * 23 = A 32 (where * denotes the adjoint of the operators), and these terms represent the residuals, hence we write R 1 = R 31 and R = A 31 + A 32 . Also define R 2 = A 32 (= A 23 ), and r i = A 32 P 2,i (= P 2,i A 23 ) for i = 2, . . . , k, where P 2,i is the 1-dimensional projection onto the ith Ritz vector. The quantities gap and Gap are defined by gap = min | λ − λ(A 22 )|, Gap = min | λ − λ(A 33 )|, in which λ(A ii ) denotes the spectrum of the restriction of A ii to Q i . Theorem 7.1. Under the above assumptions and notation,
, then
Proof.
Our goal is to bound sin ∠(u, u) = u 2 2 + u 3 2 . We first derive (7.1), an analogue of Theorem 3.1. By (7.4c), we have 3 . Using this and (7.5), we obtain (7.1).
We now turn to (7.3); the proof of (7.2) is similar and omitted. As in Theorem 5.1, the idea is to improve the estimate of u 2 using (7.4b). Projecting it onto P 2,i gives P 2,i (A 22 − λ)u 2 + P 2,i A 23 u 3 = 0 for i = 2, . . . , k, and by assumption P 2,i A 22 = λ i P 2,i , so ( λ i − λ)P 2,i u 2 + P 2,i A 23 u 3 = 0, hence (7.6) P 2,i u 2 ≤ P 2,i A 23 u 3
where we used r i = P 2,i A 23 for the final equality. The inequality (7.6) holds for i = 2, . . . , k. A is an unbounded self-adjoint operator, with a full set of (infinitely many) orthonormal eigenfunctions. Here we take α = 1, β = −1. The exact eigenvalues are λ i = −ν 2 i , where ν i are the solutions for tan πν = 2ν/(ν 2 − 1), with corresponding eigenfunction ν i cos ν i x + α sin ν i x [4, § 3.5]. We attempt to compute the eigenpairs with the smoothest eigenfunctions, i.e., eigenpairs closest to 0. To do this, a natural idea is to take low-degree polynomials. We take the trial subspace to be the k-dimensional subspace of polynomials p of degree up to k + 1 that satisfy the two boundary conditions p (0) = αp(0) and p (π) = βp(π). Figure 7 .1 (left) shows the basis functions obtained in this way, for k = 7. Such computations can be done conveniently using Chebfun [3] .
Having defined the subspace Q, we can perform R-R to obtain the Ritz vectors (which are functions in H here), along with the Ritz values. Figure 7 .1 shows the convergence of ∠(u, u) to the eigenfunction u for the smallest eigenpair and its bounds, analogous to Figure 4.1. As in that experiment, our bound (7.2) gives tighter bounds for the actual error, although here Davis-Kahan also performs well, since gap is not very small.
Finally, in Figure 7 .2 we illustrate the behavior of the residual function A u − λ u as k varies. Note that u is determined up to a sign flip ±1; here we chose u(1) > 0. We make two observations. First, evidently the norm A u − λ u decays rapidly as k increases, essentially like the right plot in Figure 7 .1. The second and more interesting observation is that the residuals appear to become more and more oscillatory (non-smooth) as k grows. This is a typical phenomenon, and can be explained as follows. As emphasized repeatedly in this paper, R-R forces the residual to be orthogonal to Q, which contains the "smoothest" functions. Consequently, in the Legendre expansion of the residual A u − λ u = ∞ i=0 c i P i (x), |c i | are small for i < k; they are bounded roughly by u 2 , which is O( A u − λ u 2 ) by (7.6) . This also reflects the main result in [10] ; recall Remark 3.4. By growing k, the residual becomes orthogonal to more and more of these smoothest functions, and therefore becomes more oscillatory. 
